
Throughout the 
Gardens from April 26 
to October 19

Not all aliens are evil, in fact 
-

esting and creative aliens this 
year. Check out eight large-
scale, nature-inspired sculp-
tures. Proposals from dozens of 

[IT’S AN ALIEN INVASION!]

Iowa’s Own Plant 
Alien Invasion

“Invasive alien species” are 
plants, animals, or other 
organisms introduced to an 
area outside its original range 
which causes harm in their new 
home. Without natural enemies 
found in native environments, 
such as particular animals, 
insects, or diseases, the aliens 
can spread rampantly. 

As a result, invasive alien spe-
cies crowd out less aggressive 
natives and are considered a 
leading threat to biodiversity. 
These aliens impose enormous 

Beautiful purple loosestrife, for 
example, was introduced from 
Asia more than 100 years ago. 
It infests wetlands in 42 dif-
ferent states, including Iowa, 
displacing native plants that 
provide important food and 
shelter for waterfowl and 
other wildlife. 

Canada thistle, also an Asian 
native, is found in 40 states 
and deemed noxious and illegal 
to cultivate in 24 states, includ-
ing Iowa. It takes over pastures, 

in large patches, and its spiny 
leaves can make it impossible 
for humans or livestock to use 
the infested areas.

Now found in Iowa and 27 
other states, the buckthorn 
tree was introduced in the 
19th century from Europe as 
an ornamental plant. Not only 
does it push out useful natives, 
it also hosts soybean aphid and 
oat crown rust that can spread 
to Iowa crops.

caption│ purple loosestrife

artists were carefully reviewed 
by a jury of representatives 
from local arts organizations, 
Iowa State University, and 
Reiman Gardens. 

Art for Sale - Most of the sculp-
tures in this show are for sale 
with a portion of the proceeds 

SEE EIGHT LARGE-SCALE 
SPACE ALIEN SCULPTURES 
located throughout Reiman

Gardens. Find their locations 
on the map on the back cover.
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Call 515-294-2710 or speak 
to a front desk associate if you 
would like more information. 

Look for Little Aliens - Reiman
Gardens commissioned a 
small, concrete alien from 
Created in Johnston, a local 
lawn art supplier. Garden, 
hobby, and community groups 
from around the state decorat-
ed the aliens in just about any 
way they could imagine. 

The aliens are scattered 
throughout the Gardens. We 

highly creative, personalized, 
and amusing little sculptures.
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Hybrid Collaboration
Anthony Castronovo
Aluminum base, cast glass 

-
tive LED color-changing lights

Send this sculpture text mes-
sages, and it will change color. 

power LED beneath. Send a 
text with the words #red, #blue, 
#green, etc. three times to the 
phone number listed near the 
sculpture. Once the sculpture 
receives the same color text 
command three times, it will 
change to that color.

This 6-foot high sculpture was 
created by Anthony Castronovo, 
who teaches sculpture and ro-
botics at the University of Iowa. 

[INFO ON SPACE ALIEN SCULPTURES]

Joey Manson
Concrete, wood, and ceramic

South Carolina artist, Joey 
Manson, uses industrial ma-
terials to depict the natural 
environment, making a com-
mentary on pollution. Manson 
depicts a mutant-looking cat-

of toxins. It hangs out under-
neath an electrical transformer; 
historically this is a common 
source of PCBs, the way the 

The sculpture stands 8-foot tall.
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[INFO ON SPACE ALIEN SCULPTURES]

Recycling Spill
Joey Manson
Concrete and steel

In this sculpture, Manson’s 
inspiration is a marine land-
scape and a response to 
what he terms “our consumer 
culture, the green industry, 
and the often broken circle of 
reuse, reduce, and recycle.” 

The tendril-like extensions 
evoke something that would be 
found underwater. Look for the 
familiar reduce, reuse, recycle 
triangle logo at the base. This 
sculpture stands 6-feet high.

Plant 9 From 
Outer Space
Pam Dennis 
and Ryk Weiss
Willow, clay, and aluminum

Look carefully at this creepy, 
8-foot alien plant, and you’ll 
see three humanoid forms 
growing upwards from the 
center pod. Ogden artists, Pam 
Dennis and Ryk Weiss, used 
willow and utilized painted 
aluminum for spots on the 
leaves, and added various clay 

raku process, a Japanese style 
of creating pottery that has a 
distinctive, rustic look. 
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[INFO ON SPACE ALIEN SCULPTURES]

This massive structure rests on 
-

cally for this installation.

Steve Maeck is a Florida artist 
who works primarily in welded 
and assembled steel. He often 
uses found and salvaged steel 
pieces in his work. He also 
created The Sun King sculpture 
which is included in this exhibit.

Strandling
Bounnak Thammavong
Painted steel, stainless steel, 
and Corten steel

Inspired by a seed pod, this 
whimsical garden piece is 

The strands of metal are the 
peeling husks of its outer shell, 
and the bulbous form atop is 
the shrinking blossom that 
produced the seed. The Iowa 
City artist says he imagines, 

cosmos and stranded itself on 
an earthen mound with all the 
potential to sprout an 

Saturnian
Steve Maeck
Welded steel

The whirling rings of Saturn are 
captured high in the air on this 
13-foot sculpture. 

Executed in steel, the metal 
has been treated with a spe-
cial “patination” process with 
chemicals and/or pigments to 
imbue it with weathered look-
ing color. The patina is then 
sealed to preserve further 
change from the elements. 
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[INFO ON SPACE ALIEN SCULPTURES]

The Extraterrestrial 
(Traveler)
Skip Willits
Recycled steel

This alien visitor tops 8 feet 
and has three legs, six arms, a 
huge head, and vine-like body. 
The artist, Skip Willits of Co-
manche, Iowa, says he shaped 
and welded recycled steel to 

on an alien world and traveled 
a million miles to explore our 
Earth and make friends.” 

The Sun King
Steve Maeck
Welded steel

Standing an imposing 13 1/2 
feet, this steel structure looks 
down upon you like an impe-
rious sun king from another 
world or ancient civilization. 
Although his work often utilizes 
recycled materials, Maeck says 
it’s not his intent to create 
“junkyard art” but instead to 
take what he sees as “indus-
trial artifacts,” such as those 
from a lost civilization, and al-
ter or recombine them into art 
forms reminiscent of base, raw 
materials, such as cast bronze. 
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